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a b s t r a c t

Automated assessment tools (AATs) are software systems used in teaching environments to automate
the evaluation of computer programs implemented by students. These tools can be used to stimulate
the interest of computer science students in programming courses by providing quick feedback on
their work and highlighting their mistakes. Despite the abundance of such tools, most of them are
developed for a specific course and are not production-ready. Others lack advanced features that are
required for certain pedagogical goals (e.g. Git integration) and/or are not flexible enough to be used
with students having different computer literacy levels, such as first year and second year students.

In this paper we present Drop Project (DP), an automated assessment tool built on top of the
Maven build automation software. We have been using DP in our teaching activity since 2018,
having received more than fifty thousand submissions between projects, classroom exercises, tests
and homework assignments. The tool’s automated feedback has allowed us to raise the difficulty
level of the course’s projects, while the grading process has become more efficient and consistent
between different teachers. DP is an extensively tested, production-ready tool. The software’s code
and documentation are available in GitHub under an open-source software license.

© 2022 The Author(s). Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC BY license
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
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1. Motivation and significance

In this paper we propose Drop Project (DP), an Automated

assessment tool (AAT) which addresses a number of issues found
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n existing systems, and in which students can submit projects
nd get detailed feedback on their quality. We start by review-
ng existing tools in Section 1.1, and based on this discussion,
laborate our motivation for proposing DP as a valid alternative
n the AAT landscape in Section 1.2. The software is thoroughly
escribed in Section 2, a number of examples are presented in
ection 3, and the tool’s deployment alternatives are highlighted
n Section 4. The impact DP has had on our teaching practice is
iscussed in Section 5. Section 6 closes the paper, offering some
onclusions.

.1. Background

AATs are educational software systems that automate the
ssessment (or evaluation) of student-developed computer pro-
rams. AATs have been around since at least 1960 [1]. These tools
llow students to check if their code solutions satisfy the require-
ents of the assignment with full autonomy, without assistance

rom the teacher. This is usually done by automating the com-
ilation and execution of the student’s code in a restricted envi-
onment and validating its correctness through output matching,
nit testing, or other techniques [2,3]. Depending on the tool,
tudents may or may not receive rich feedback about their sub-
issions’ failures. By providing quick feedback and highlighting
istakes, these tools can be used to foster computer science
tudents’ engagement in programming courses and increase their
otivation [4]. Finally, most of these tools automatically grade
tudent solutions.
The use of AATs is common in Computer Science courses [5],

nd there are a variety of commercial and academic systems.
owever, many of them are closed-source and/or not packaged
n a production-ready fashion, making their adoption in other
nstitutions impractical. This is partially confirmed by previous
esearch, which has shown that some of these AATs are created
s part of a thesis or for a particular course [3]. They are fin-
shed enough to study a certain research question or to support
he needs of a particular course, but are generally not suitable
or widespread deployment. However, there are some tools that
artially overcome these issues and should be considered when
rying to adopt an AAT.

A first example is repl.it, a proprietary online tool where
eachers create assignments that can be evaluated with unit test-
ng or with input/output matching, depending on the program-
ing language [6]. Students interact with this platform using a
eb-based IDE.
Some universities use open-source systems originally devel-

ped for setting up programming contests. An example of this
s Mooshak [7,8]. Students interact with Mooshak by uploading
ode files, which are then tested using input/output matching.
ooshak is geared towards the validation of assignments that
an be solved with a single source file, and thus better suited for
imple exercises.
Web-CAT [9] is an open-source automated grading system in

hich solutions can be uploaded via browser or submitted using
plugin for the NetBeans IDE. It is able to evaluate the code

overage of the student’s own tests. Assignment creation implies
he manual upload of the unit tests using web forms. Web-CAT’s
ecommended installation method is a pre-built WAR file1 that
can be downloaded from a Sourceforge page.2 However, it should
be noted that the WAR file was last updated in 2008. The GitHub

1 WAR files – Web Application Resource or Web application ARchive – are
sed to distribute a collection of Java classes, HTML pages and other resources
hat together constitute a web-application.
2 https://Web-CAT.org/projects/Web-CAT/InstallWebCat.html.

repositories3 contain commits after that date, thus the WAR file
does not seem to have the latest changes.

Another relevant tool is check50 [10], an open-source com-
mand line tool for assessing the correctness of students’ code
using tests written in a custom language. The same authors de-
veloped a set of separate companion tools for checking adherence
to code style guidelines, performing the actual submissions, and
plagiarism detection.

The Canary Framework is a set of six independent programs
based on real workplace tools, such as GitHub, Jenkins, Checkstyle
and Jacoco [11]. Like Web-CAT, Canary is able to measure the
coverage of the student’s test code. The Canary Framework only
supports Git submissions, which may be a limiting factor for first-
year students. Although Canary Framework’s tools are announced
as open-source, only half of these seem to have their source code
available.4

Finally, some AATs are integrated out-of-the-box with learn-
ing management systems such as Moodle [12]. An example is
CodeRunner, which allows students to write and submit code
directly from the browser [13]. A distinguishable characteristic of
this tool is that it is able to assess OpenGL code [14].

1.2. Motivation

DP is in production use since 2018 at the Lusófona University’s
Bachelor in Computing Engineering5 (BSc), and its development
was motivated by a number of factors. The first was the increase
of enrolled students year over year, which was resulting in the
grading process getting progressively harder and more time-
consuming. It was particularly hard to ensure that all of the
students’ projects were subject to fair and equivalent assessment
by the different teachers. Thus, we decided to use, adapt or im-
plement such a system. Submission flexibility was an important
software selection criteria, i.e., the tool should ideally accept both
beginner-friendly web upload submissions and submissions via a
Git repository, thus being useful for students and courses of all
levels. Unfortunately, the AAT landscape did not offer a free and
open-source, production-ready solution with this flexibility at the
time, which prompted the initial development of DP.

DP is based on the principles and technology underlying most
continuous integration servers. It relies on Maven [15], the most
popular build automation tool for the languages that run on the
Java Virtual Machine (JVM), such as Java, Kotlin or Scala. In DP,
assignments must conform to the Maven standard format. Thus,
they are easily shared and reused across several courses, eliminat-
ing a common complaint in AATs: the lack of a uniform format
or structure that facilitates the portability of assignments and
submissions (e.g., for sharing of assignments between teachers
and institutions) [16].

In DP, feedback is based on multiple types of validations. For
example:

• Unit tests, to validate functional requirements.
• Code quality, e.g., by checking if all variables are using the

expected casing and if the code is respecting the indentation
standards.

• Execution time and memory usage, useful for courses where
computing efficiency is relevant.

With this tool, students can check with full autonomy if their
work satisfies the requirements that have been defined for the
assignment. This gives them the opportunity to improve their
work before the deadline, as opposed to the more traditional
method where students would only receive feedback after the
work had been delivered and usually in the form of a grade.

3 https://github.com/Web-CAT.
4 https://sos-cer.github.io/projects/auto-grading.
5 https://www.ulusofona.pt/en/undergraduate/computing-engineering.
2
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Fig. 1. Assignment folder structure.

2. Software description

2.1. Assignments and submissions

The two most important concepts in DP are assignments and
submissions. Assignments are created by teachers and represent a
problem (e.g., exercise, project, etc.) to be solved by the students.
The assignment contains a set of instructions that the students
must follow, as well as any code or configuration that is needed
in order to evaluate the student’s work, such as unit tests. Sub-
missions are performed by students, according to the assignment
instructions, with the primary goal of passing all the unit tests.

2.2. Workflow

Teachers create assignments as standard Maven projects, as
illustrated in Fig. 1. The pom.xml file defines the Project Object
Model, which contains information about the project, as well
as any configuration details used by Maven during the build
process. This includes dependencies from third-party libraries
and the project’s build life cycle. In its most simple form, the
build life cycle fetches dependencies, compiles and packages the
project. Nonetheless, depending on the plugins configured in the
pom.xml file, the build cycle can perform dozens of other tasks,
such as checking compliance with coding guidelines, unit testing,
integration testing, calculating quality metrics, determining test
coverage, deploying to the cloud, and more. Some plugins require
additional configuration files. For example, the Checkstyle [17]
plugin – which can, for example, check if all variable names
are at least 3 characters long – requires the checkstyle.xml
file. The assignment must include at least a JUnit [18] test class
in the /src/test folder and a Main class with the reference
implementation, that must pass all the tests. This is important
since it reduces the possibility of errors in the test cases, which
happen more frequently than desired [5].

Assignments are stored in a private Git repository to which DP
must be connected using the standard access keys made available
by the repository provider. Any changes made to the assignment
are easily updated in DP through a simple refresh button.

A video demonstration of the workflow from both the
teacher’s and the student’s point view is available at https://
www.youtube.com/watch?v=65IwIBuMDlE.

2.3. Software architecture

The application is developed in Kotlin and uses the Spring
Boot framework [19]. This framework handles several facets of an
application such as request dispatching, authentication, form val-
idation, HTML rendering, error handling, asynchronous execution
and integration tests.

DP’s architecture, presented in Fig. 2, is based on the MVC
(Model View Controller) design pattern and integrated with Spring
Boot. Students and teachers interact with the system via a web
application. HTTP(S) requests are handled by a set of controller
classes and respective methods. For example, the Assignment-
Controller manages the creation and edition of assignments.
Services use automatically injected Repository classes that han-
dle all database operations and model classes that mimic the
database tables (i.e., for each table there is a corresponding
model class). Relevant examples of services are the Assign-
mentValidator, which checks assignments for consistency and
correction (e.g., is the reference implementation passing the
assignment’s tests?), as well as the GitClient and the ZipSer-
vice, which support the Git and Upload submission methods,
respectively. The JacocoResultsParser handles the parsing of
students test coverage results, and the JUnitResultsParser
manages the parsing of JUnit test results for each submission.
Some services interact directly with the file system, such as
the JacocoResultsParser and JUnitResultsParser, which
read the files produced by the MavenInvoker class. The lat-
ter interacts with the Maven Invoker open-source library [20],
allowing programmatic execution of Maven builds. This library
runs as a service, as shown in Fig. 2, and is a core component
of DP’s workflow, discussed in the next paragraph. As mentioned
above, the model component mimics the database and represents
domain concepts such as Assignment, Submission and Author
(i.e. Student or Teacher). Data persistence is achieved through
the Java Persistence API (JPA).

Fig. 3 presents the evaluation pipeline followed by DP. Maven
executes in its own JVM, properly sandboxed by a custom Se-
curity Manager that acts at the Java API level (e.g., checking
unauthorized file access or system calls). This sandbox has the
advantage of isolating student’s code from the teacher’s code,
preventing security problems that could arise if the former could
invoke the latter [21].

Additionally, DP provides a web interface where (1) students
can submit their projects by uploading a ZIP file or connecting
to a Git repository, (2) students can see the corresponding build
reports, as shown in Fig. 4(a), and, (3) teachers can create and
configure assignments by connecting to a Git repository contain-
ing the Maven ‘‘master’’ project. Teachers also have access to
several reports such as submissions for a given assignment and
the submission history of a given group.

DP’s code is unit tested and, as of July 2021, the test suite is
achieving a code coverage above 75%.

2.4. Software functionalities

DP provides teachers and students with the following features:

Standard assignment format Assignments are Git repositories
with a Maven project, following a standard (i.e., not specific
to DP) configuration.

Individual and group submissions Besides standard individual
submissions, DP supports submissions performed by groups

Programming Languages Java and Kotlin are supported out-of-
the-box. Since Maven runs on the JVM, integration of other
JVM languages, such as Clojure and Scala, is trivial.

Cool-off period Teachers can define an optional waiting period
between submissions in order to minimize ‘‘trial and error’’
approaches by the students [22].

Access-control lists DP supports (optional) per assignment
access-control lists in order to ensure that only authorized
students have access to specific assignments.
3
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Fig. 2. DP’s high level architecture, based on the MVC pattern and integrated with Spring Boot. Only the most relevant classes are presented.

Fig. 3. DP’s evaluation pipeline. The student’s submitted files are combined with the assignment’s files and then processed by the build pipeline. In the end, the
evaluation report is generated.

Multiple submission methods DP supports Git (e.g., GitHub)
and ZIP file submissions, allowing teachers to adapt the
assignment submission procedure to the student’s expe-
rience level.

Public tests Unit tests for evaluating submissions that give com-
plete feedback to students. Note that only the feedback is
public, i.e., the test code itself, is not public.

Private/hidden tests Unit tests for evaluating submissions that
offer no feedback or partial feedback to students.

Student’s own tests DP is able to run and evaluate unit tests
defined by the students.

Submission timeout detection DP is able to detect and abort
the evaluation process when a student’s submission is
taking too long to execute, which allows interrupting so-
lutions that have infinite loops or solutions that are not
optimized.

Multiple testing approaches Teachers can define assignment’s
tests using all strategies available in JUnit, such as unit
tests, input/output matching tests, and so on. Since the
tests are implemented by code, the teacher has full control
on the level of feedback given to students.

Code style evaluation DP is able to check the student’s code
using teacher-defined style rules. Style validation can also
be configured to forbid certain keywords and apply re-
strictions to the student’s code, such as disallowing loop-
related keywords in exercises that require recursive imple-
mentations.

Code coverage evaluation DP can evaluate student’s own tests
in terms of coverage of the respective code, thus promoting
unit testing.

Execution time DP measures the amount of time a submission
takes to run, thus allowing for code efficiency evaluation.
4
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ubmission signaling The capability of signaling ‘‘interesting’’
submissions. For example, reporting groups that fail the
same tests or groups that pass the majority of tests with
a relatively low number of submissions, facilitating plagia-
rism detection.

eaderboard Teachers can configure a leaderboard where the
students’ projects and respective results are listed. DP sup-
ports three types of leaderboard, which differ in the way
projects are sorted: number of public tests passed, test
coverage percentage and execution time.

Test matrix DP displays a matrix/table where teachers can check
which students are passing each unit test, either public or
private. This is useful, for example, to detect tests that are
too hard or tests that should be reviewed because they
might be incorrect.

Submission download Teachers can download student’s sub-
missions in standard Maven format. The submission can
then be imported with a single click into any IDE, thus
allowing easy debugging of the student’s failing tests.

Data exporter DP can export student’s results to a CSV file,6
simplifying the grading process and allowing for statistical
analysis.

ssignment exportation Assignments and submissions can be
exported, allowing them to be ported to other DP instal-
lations or to the teachers’ own computers to be subject to
further analysis. This is also useful for DP’s developers to
test their additions to the tool.

ark submission as final Teachers can mark which of a stu-
dent’s submission should be exported. This gives some ex-
tra flexibility in deciding which submission will be graded,
since the last submission might not be the best one.

ebuild submission DP is able to rebuild submissions consider-
ing the latest test code. This is useful to rebuild students’
submission when bugs in the assignment are found and
fixed after the students’ last submissions.

. Illustrative examples

Several DP reports are displayed in Fig. 4. Fig. 4(a) presents a
ubmission report from the student’s point of view. In this exam-
le, the submission is validated by Checkstyle, all of the student’s
wn tests are passing, but only 20 out of 24 teacher tests do so.
ote that these 24 tests are the public ones. Fig. 4(b) also shows
submission report, this time from the teacher’s perspective. It
ontains more information than the student’s version, indicating
ow many hidden tests the submission is passing and how much
ode coverage the student’s own tests have reached. Students
nd teachers also have access to the detailed JUnit report, which
ontains the reasons for any potential failures (Fig. 4(c)). The
isplayed information is fully controlled by the teachers when
efining the assignment’s tests, taking advantage of JUnit’s API.
he feedback can range from the standard JUnit output, e.g. ‘‘Ex-
ected 10 but was 20’’, to more textual hints and/or tips, such
s ‘‘Function getMovies() returned too many elements. Beware of
uplicated entries in the input file.’’. Listing 1 shows an example
Unit test similar to the ones we define to validate student’s
ubmissions.

6 CSV (comma-separated values) files are plain text files that contain in-
ormation separated by commas and are easily imported in most spreadsheet
pplications.

Sample assignments with introductory programming exercises
for both Java7 and Kotlin8 are available from DP’s GitHub account.

4. Deployment

DP’s GitHub repository contains a ‘‘Deploy to Heroku’’ but-
ton which builds a WAR file based on the master branch and
deploys it to Heroku, a cloud provider.9 This process results
in an executable demo containing an in-memory database with
fake/test data (teachers, students and submissions), thus allowing
the experimentation of the system with minimal time invest-
ment. Heroku provides free accounts that can be used to perform
this experimentation. The repository also contains a Docker [23]
image which can be used to run the demo locally or to install a
production-ready version of DP on a server.

5. Impact

In the 2018/19 edition of Algorithms and Data Structures, an
anonymous student survey was conducted in order to understand
the students’ perception of using the tool, considering aspects
such as usability, motivation and fairness. The survey was op-
tional and was completed by 22 students after the main project
had been graded. Students were asked to specify their level of
agreement with the statements listed in Table 1 using a 5-point
Likert scale (1=Strongly disagree, 5=Strongly agree). In general,
the majority of students agree with the statements, indicating
that DP has a positive impact on their learning experience. This
is particularly clear in the final question, where most students
strongly agree with the prospect of using Drop Project again.

DP is currently being used in four course units of the afore-
mentioned BSc: Programming Fundamentals (1st year, 1st
semester), Algorithms and Data Structures (1st year, 2nd
semester), Programming Languages II (2nd year, 1st semester),
and Mobile Computing (3rd year, 2nd semester). DP is a core
pedagogical tool in the first three of these courses, which are
heavily built on top of it. It has been successfully used to support
multiple types of pedagogical activities, such as classroom exer-
cises, homework assignments, short class assessments, projects
(larger evaluations that usually span weeks or months), and
project defenses (small evaluations where the students have to
show mastery of their own project’s code). As an example, in
the 2020/21 edition of Algorithms and Data Structures, a total
of 40 assignments were devised. Table 2 presents statistical
information about submissions performed in the context of the
courses’ main assignments/projects in the last two academic
years. These numbers clearly demonstrate the impact that DP
had on these courses, and consequently, on our teaching and
assessment practices.

The tool’s automated and immediate rich feedback helps and
guides the students – as demonstrated by the survey results
presented in Table 1 – while also allowing teachers to understand
where students are struggling, facilitating teacher intervention
and student support, while reducing the evaluation workload.
This has allowed us to progressively increase the difficulty levels
of the courses’ projects. Also, the grading process has become
more efficient and consistent between different teachers. Fur-
thermore, every interaction between the students and DP is fully
logged. Thus, DP’s submission database contains data that can
be mined to study the way students use the system. This data
has the potential to be used in multiple research avenues, such
as identification of errors in the teacher’s tests, plagiarism de-
tection, authorship attribution and/or identification of struggling
students, in a similar fashion to what was done in Refs. [24–26],
for example.

7 https://github.com/drop-project-edu/sampleJavaAssignment.
8 https://github.com/drop-project-edu/sampleKotlinAssignment.
9 https://www.heroku.com.
5
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Fig. 4. Several example reports from DP. On the left side are two reports from the student’s perspective, while the right side shows two reports from the point of
view of the teachers.

Listing 1: An example JUnit test for a project where students implement a board game. The messages are only displayed when the
espective assertion fails.

@Test
public static void testMovePlayer001() {

GameManager manager = new GameManager("game-001.txt");
assertEquals("The function getCreatures() returned a list of incorrect size", 2, manager.getCreatures().size());
assertFalse("Cannot move creatures to the outside of the board!", manager.movePlayer(0, 0, -1, 0));
assertTrue("A Turtle should be able to move from 0,0 to 0,1", manager.movePlayer(0, 0, 0, 1));

}

Table 1
Survey results evaluating the students’ experience with Drop Project using a Likert scale (1-Strongly
disagree, 5-Strongly agree).
Statements evaluated Mean response

1. I felt more confident in my programming abilities 3.36
2. I felt the grading was fair 3.64
3. I didn’t need much teacher support to complete the project 3.77
4. It increased my fondness of programming 4.09
5. I am looking forward to use this tool again 4.82

6. Conclusions

In this paper we presented DP, an open-source AAT with a
ide range of features that can be used to support programming
ourses of varying complexity and students with different back-
rounds. The usage of DP has allowed us to reduce evaluation

workload, improve grading consistency and augment the project’s
difficulty levels.

In the future we aim to increase the range of projects that
can be assessed by this tool, by supporting other build systems
besides Maven, thus extending the number of languages that can
be used with DP.
6
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Table 2
Assignment and submission metrics for the projects of each course designed
around DP that is described in the ‘Impact’ section, considering the latest two
academic years. The presented courses are Programming Fundamentals (PF),
Algorithms and Data-Structures (ADS), and Programming Languages II (PL2).
Only the submissions for the course’s main project/assignment are presented.
Academic year Metric Course units

PF ADS PL2

2019/20 Students 115 72 71
Submissions 4188 1901 1544
Tests 28 13 24
Cool-off (min.) 5 45 60

2020/21 Students 112 108 88
Submissions 3810 2935 2705
Tests 28 24 25
Cool-off (min.) 0 30 30
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